Anticipatory postural adjustment during gait initiation in multiple sclerosis patients: A systematic review.
Multiple sclerosis (MS) causes balance and walking disorders. Gait initiation is the complex transition between standing and walking and is characterized by two distinct phases: the anticipatory postural adjustment (APA) phase followed by the execution of the first step phase. To determine alterations in the APA during gait initiation in patients with MS. A systematic search was conducted in May 2018. The search was carried out by the use of the following databases: PubMed, Web of Science and the Cochrane Library. The following keywords were used: MS, gait initiation, step initiation, and postural adjustment(s). Outcomes of interest were the variables generally used to assess APA, including electromyography, force-plate data, or video-based data, duration of APA, and length of first step. The Ottawa scale was used to assess the quality of the studies. Eight case-control studies were included; one was a transverse study. A total of 215 MS patients and 116 healthy subjects were included with ages ranging from 22 to 76 years old. In MS patients, Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) scores ranged from 0 to 7. APA CoP displacements were smaller in the anteroposterior axis. Four studies evaluated muscle activation during APA. The latencies of all muscles were delayed, and smaller magnitudes of muscle activity during APA were found, even in the early stage of disease. The first step was shorter in MS patients than in healthy patients. No previous study has reported joint movement or trunk inclination during gait initiation. This review illustrates the gap in knowledge of APA alterations in MS patients. APA assessment in the early stage of MS could be an interesting measure to characterize balance, dynamic control and risk of fall for such patients.